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FRANÇAIS POUR VOUS is inspired by our English camp ENGLISH 4 YOU, which has been running 
with great success for 22 years. The new French camp consists of language courses focused 
mainly on conversation and knowledge of French culture. Our French camp offers  
a unique opportunity to improve your French, converse and learn to understand native speakers. 

CAMP PROGRAM 
The FRANÇAIS POUR VOUS daily program is divided 
into two parts. The morning begins with a seminar in 
which the educational activity focuses on a selected topic 
of French culture or other interesting French realities. 
Lessons focus on students' conversational skills. 
Afternoon activities and games build on the topics 
covered in the morning language lessons. Activities take 
the form of sports and creative competitions between 
groups and individuals. 
Each group is led by a native French teacher who provides 
authentic contact with French culture and naturally 
contributes to improving language skills. Together with 
the native speaker, a Czech leader leads the group to 
provide additional translation or explanation. Both group 

leaders are also fluent in English which allows us to provide multilingual communication, even 
with students who do not speak Czech. 

Our language SUMMER TIME CAMPS have been attracting the attention of parents 
and children for 30 years. We try to vary the type and format of our camps to 

meet modern language learning requirements. That's why, for the second time,  
we have decided to organize a new camp exclusively in French! 

FRANÇAIS POUR VOUS 

FRENCH SUMMER CAMP 2024 

https://englishcamp.eu/
https://syka.cz/en/


LOCATION 
Just like our English camp, we organize 
FRANÇAIS POUR VOUS in the apartments 
at MONÍNEC, located on Javorová skála 
(Maple Rock) about 80 km south of Prague, 
on the border between Central and South 
Bohemia. The MONÍNEC campus offers 
everything we need for our stay and the 
FRANÇAIS POUR VOUS program, comfort 
and luxury in cozy apartments with a living 
room, bedroom and private bathroom, 
internet access via Wi-Fi, plenty of 
classrooms for lessons, beautiful outdoor 
area with volleyball and tennis courts, 
indoor and outdoor swimming pool, natural bathing area with beach, trampolines, ping-pong 
tables, outdoor seating and many other attractions. The Alpine-style restaurant always provides 
us with a varied menu in a designated comfortable dining room. This restaurant also prepares 
alternative meals for children with dietary restrictions or vegetarians. 
 

AGE, DATES AND PRICES 
The FRANÇAIS POUR VOUS language camp is suitable for children aged 12 to 17 who have at 
least a partial knowledge of the French language, as well as for more advanced students who 
want to practice French actively while getting to know French culture in more depth. 
This year, FRANÇAIS POUR VOUS will take place in the resort of MONÍNEC in the third week of 
July, from Sunday to Sunday, from 14.7. to 21.7.2024. The price of EUR 490 (11 490 CZK) 
includes everything, as well as accommodation, meals, lessons and other camp programs. 
 

ARE YOU INTERESTED? 
If you are interested in participating in FRANÇAIS POUR VOUS, please contact us at the email 
address or phone numbers below to receive a registration form. Or visit our website: 
www.syka.cz/french  

 
SYKA AGENCY a.s., travel agency 
Křenova 438/7 
162 00 Prague 6 
IČ: 28499883 
+420 602 326 747, +420 223 010 176 
francais@sykaagency.cz 
www.syka.cz/french 

We will be happy to provide further information and application forms: 

Karolína Martincová 
Program Coordinator 
+420 722 922 646 
 

Ing. Josef Syka 
Member of the Board of Directors 
+420 602 255 859 
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